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  Description

  Gag Reel (HD, 3 Mins.) - A funny montage of missed cues, flubbed lines, dancing, laughing, and more. Gorr then becomes the God Butcher of vengeance and vows to kill every God in the universe, a skill he is mighty good at. This allows Thor and Valkyrie (Tessa Thompson) to search the universe for Gorr's next victim, which is where he crosses paths with Jane (Portman), who now wields Thor's original hammer - Mjolnir. This trio must now find Gorr immediately before he can destroy every single God - including Thor himself.
Hammer-Worthy: Thor and The Mighty Thor - A featurette that shows how Chris Hemsworth and Natalie Portman became the eponymous heroes and includes the stars discussing their team-up. Thor: Love and Thunder sees Thor, who is currently teamed up with the Guardians of the Galaxy, learn of the appearance of Gorr the God Butcher, who is wielding a god-killing weapon known as the Necrosword. Gorr has already ended the existence of several gods and is on his way to New Asgard. Joined by Valkyrie, Korg, and Jane Foster, who is now The Mighty Thor and wields his old weapon Mjolnir, Thor has to unravel Gorr's motivations and stop him before it's too late. Special Features*Another Classic Taika Adventure (HD, 8 Mins.) - The cast and crew navigate the comedy, action, drama, and themes of the film. Shaping A Villain - This featurette focuses on the villainous Gorr the God Butcher and how Christian Bale brought the character to life. It also includes stories from the cast and crew about the process of bringing Gorr to the big screen. Thor: Love And Thunder come with an excellent 2160p UHD 4K transfer with HDR that brings this unique visual style to life. Ever since Taika Waititi took over the Thor franchise, the color palette had gone from a neutral and serious tone to a wild, zany, and rainbow-filled world of color.
Of course when you buy a movie, you also get bonus features. Here’s what’s included on the 4K Blu-ray: Shaping a Villain – This featurette introduces Love and Thunder's primary antagonist, Gorr the God Butcher. Shining a light on the man who brings the character to life, this piece highlights his recruitment and process. Then fellow cast and crew reveal personal anecdotes.

Gag Reel – Take a look at some of the fun outtakes on set with the cast and crew of Thor: Love and Thunder. Included in the upcoming physical release are several featurettes, commentaries, and deleted scenes. Leaping off that amazing movie and taking place a little while after the events of Avengers: Endgame, Thor and the Guardians of the Galaxy have been having grand adventures together, saving planets and creatures from a variety of villains. Thor has found his new persona and leaned heavily into his new Thor-ness, making sure all of his Guardian friends and people he saves feel worthy and a part of it. He's even found new ways to become one with nature and himself along with traveling on Storm-Breaker, who now has a bigger role in this movie. But below all this happiness and humor is a very lonely Asgardian who is yearning for love again. That one true love he had in Jane Foster (Natalie Portman) all those years ago is still on his mind as he hopes to find someone with that strong connection again.
Looking for Zeus – Thor, Valkyrie and Korg run into a few characters while seeking an audience with Zeus. Hammer-Worthy: Thor and Mighty Thor (HD, 6 Mins.) - The cast and crew discuss the unique approach to the movie and its comedy. Hemsworth and Portman's performances and costumes are all talked about as well. Those first two Thormovies felt very Shakespearean in tone. The movies took themselves seriously without fully using the great comedic chops of Chris Hemsworth. There was some decent action and a ton of great Asgardian world-building, but the sense of fun was missing, especially from the sequel that is usually at the bottom of everyone's MCU ranking. When Waititi ( What We Do In The Shadows, Jojo Rabbit) came aboard, he added his own unique comedy style and more or less, rebooted Thor into this adventurous, funny, lovable guy who is still trying to find himself. With the quirky characters from Thor: Ragnarok, taking their cues from the amazing characters of Guardians of the Galaxy, audiences gravitated more towards those funny and energetic personas, thus the new Thor from Ragnarokwas born. In Marvel Studios’ Thor: Love and Thunder, the God of Thunder (Chris Hemsworth) teams up with King Valkyrie, Korg and ex-girlfriend-turned-Mighty-Thor Jane Foster (Natalie Portman) to take on galactic killer known as Gorr the God Butcher (Christian Bale).Hammer-worthy: Thor and The Mighty Thor – Trace Chris Hemsworth and Natalie Portman's journeys to becoming Thor and The Mighty Thor, respectively. Watch as the costars speak about the preparation behind embodying their legendary roles and describe how they combine their unstoppable forces.
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      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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